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Big EVS News:  

- End of June: Johan left   

- Nowadays:  Esther is still with us  J 

- End of June: Cristina visited us 

- Beginning of July: Fernando arrived 

- August:  Tim will come soon... 

      Can you still follow the events?!?  J 

About Fernando... 

 

At the second of July Fernando from Spain arrived to us. He will be spending 

one year in VMCM and in his first month he already managed to get a good 

connection to the children, because he’s very friendly and open-minded. Also 

the children have a lot of fun helping him to learn Hungarian, which he started 

right from the beginning. Everyone is lokking forward to the next year with 

Fernando. 

 

Football championship at VMCM 

 

Of course the Football World Cup which was ending in 

July was the most interesting topic for the children in 

this month’s beginning. Therefore VMCM made a huge game-

betting-contest, of course it was for free, and the winner was to win an 

original trikot of Brazil. So day by day everyone was guessing what the next game’s 

result could be. By the end of the world cup, Johan could make the first price, followed by 

Esther and Bogi. 

 

Feri came to repair the computers... 

 

Its a tradition by now, that every summer Feri joins the VMCM team for a 

few weeks to take care about the computers. Year by year it becomes more 

tricky, but still Feri managed to save some computer lifes. On top of that, also 

the kids are were happy to see him again and play ping pong or do puzzles with 

him. Still we can happily announce the arrival of brandnew computers for the 

next monthJ. 

 

We will go to Hungary for a youth exchange 
 

We got more exciting news in July: Finally VMCM will take part in another international youth 

exchange in August! It will be a great chance for 5 children and our volunteer Esther as a 

leader to go to Hungary for 12 days and meet with youngsters from 

other countries. 

      

  All the best from the V MCM team  J 


